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Forces on sails result from movement of air that interacts with sails and gives them motive power for sailing
craft, including sailing ships, sailboats, windsurfers, ice boats, and sail-powered land vehicles.Similar
principles in a rotating frame of reference apply to wind mill sails and wind turbine blades, which are also
wind-driven. They are differentiated from forces on wings, and ...
Forces on sails - Wikipedia
In fluid dynamics, turbulence or turbulent flow is any pattern of fluid motion characterized by chaotic changes
in pressure and flow velocity.It is in contrast to a laminar flow regime, which occurs when a fluid flows in
parallel layers, with no disruption between those layers.. Turbulence is commonly observed in everyday
phenomena such as surf, fast flowing rivers, billowing storm clouds, or ...
Turbulence - Wikipedia
How does a wind turbine work? Wind (moving air that contains kinetic energy) blows toward the turbine's
rotor blades.; The rotors spin around, capturing some of the kinetic energy from the wind, and turning the
central drive shaft that supports them.
How do wind turbines work? - Explain that Stuff
Pearson Prentice Hall and our other respected imprints provide educational materials, technologies,
assessments and related services across the secondary curriculum.
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